Feature selection for the classification of traced neurons.
The great availability of computational tools to calculate the properties of traced neurons leads to the existence of many descriptors which allow the automated classification of neurons from these reconstructions. This situation determines the necessity to eliminate irrelevant features as well as making a selection of the most appropriate among them, in order to improve the quality of the classification obtained. The dataset used contains a total of 318 traced neurons, classified by human experts in 192 GABAergic interneurons and 126 pyramidal cells. The features were extracted by means of the L-measure software, which is one of the most used computational tools in neuroinformatics to quantify traced neurons. We review some current feature selection techniques as filter, wrapper, embedded and ensemble methods. The stability of the feature selection methods was measured. For the ensemble methods, several aggregation methods based on different metrics were applied to combine the subsets obtained during the feature selection process. The subsets obtained applying feature selection methods were evaluated using supervised classifiers, among which Random Forest, C4.5, SVM, Naïve Bayes, Knn, Decision Table and the Logistic classifier were used as classification algorithms. Feature selection methods of types filter, embedded, wrappers and ensembles were compared and the subsets returned were tested in classification tasks for different classification algorithms. L-measure features EucDistanceSD, PathDistanceSD, Branch_pathlengthAve, Branch_pathlengthSD and EucDistanceAve were present in more than 60% of the selected subsets which provides evidence about their importance in the classification of this neurons.